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AMBELLA HOME FALL 2015 HIGH POINT MARKET SPOTLIGHT:
UNIQUE DESIGN, TRANSITIONAL CASUAL STYLE INFLUENCES
DALLAS, TX (AUGUST 28, 2015) – Ambella Home will unveil more than 50 new accent furniture designs,
20+ new pieces of upholstery and 50 fabrics -- of which over half are exclusive to Ambella Home -- during the
Fall 2015 High Point Market. Inspired by many cultures and reflecting a wide variety of styles, design and
finishes, all pieces have classic scale and proportion. Another common thread tying the new
introductions together is a strong emphasis on unique design and transitional casual style influences.
These new designs, as well as many of Ambella Home’s best-selling designs, will be showcased in the
company’s Hamilton Wrenn Design District Showroom – 310 N. Hamilton, Ste 110 (entrance on Fred
Alexander Place)
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Pictured (L-R) Key West Side Table, Sexy Sofa, Ventura Cocktail Table, Key West Credenza and Relax
Chairs.

New Fall Market Introductions include:

VENTURA COCKTAIL TABLE
(02302-920-001) Made of
American Walnut with a walnut
satin finish. Sculpted side
panels are covered in cane with
a satin lacquer finish.

KEY WEST CREDENZA (02307-630001) Crafted from American Walnut,
this design features four pairs of
doors with cane panels and a satin
lacquer finish surrounding dramatic
solid bass drop pulls. The doors open
to compartments suitable for multiuse storage or electronic
components.

RING MULTI-USE CABINET | DRIFTWOOD (07205-820-001) Blending French Art Deco and American
Modern style influences in a fresh, new way, this cabinet design is as fabulous as it is functional. Made
of American White Oak with a wire-brush texture and driftwood ceruse finish, this design can serve as a
media cabinet, sideboard storage piece or console. Inset sculptural ring pulls open to reveal ample
storage space, while the center section offers a cleverly concealed bank of drawers. Pictured below
with Ovoid Table (63000-900-001), Limestone Bow Tie Cocktail Table (09404-920-001), Edward Chair
(298-00 and Edward Ottoman (298-50) and Profiles Sectional and Chaise from the Profiles Collection.

COUTURE TABLES – Ambella’s
new Couture Tables are made
from Solid Mahogany and
American Walnut with a walnut
satin finish. Polished solid brass
stretchers at the base provide
an elegant accent.

Shown above – Couture Cocktail
Table (12565-920-001), Couture
Round Lamp Table (12565-900002) and Sexy Sofa ( 1101-01).
Pictured right -- Couture Side
Table (12565-900-001).

OCTO DINING TABLE & CLOVER CHAIRS -This spectacular, oversized table is made of brushed American White Oak with a grey ceruse finish.
Stainless steel metal feet, finial and stretchers add an elegant accent. Lazy Susan is included. The
accompanying Clover Side and Arm Chairs offer an updated version of a classic design. Made of solid
American White Oak with a grey ceruse finish, the chairs come standard in ivory-colored, deep textured
fabric with single welt trim. Also available in any Ambella fabric or COM.

ABOUT AMBELLA HOME - Headquartered in Dallas, TX, Ambella Home was founded in 1995 by George
Moussa. Each piece in the line is uniquely designed and manufactured. A meticulous production
management process ensures that every item consistently embodies the company’s signature hallmarks
of beautiful design and quality craftsmanship. Skilled carvers, craftsmen and artistic finishers use only
the finest materials and best techniques to handcraft each design. The line continues to evolve into a
true lifestyle brand with a new line of upholstery—all bench-crafted in the United States -- now joining
the growing collection of fine furniture and home accents for every room in the home. For more
information, visit www.ambellahome.com or call 214.631.8901 or write: 4910 Lakawana Street, Dallas,
TX 75247.
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